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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Management training programs a.re utilized in American 
industries. Historically, management programs in America 
are a by product of the scientific management theories of 
Taylor and Fayol around the turn of the 20th century (Black, 
1979). Numerous studies have shown that American industries 
have increased their utilization of management training pro-
grams (Black, 1979). The cost of management training is in 
excessive of a billion dollars a year (Clement, 1981). 
In an attempt to reduce cost and increase effectiveness, 
management utilizes a variety of evaluation techniques (Dig-
man, 1980). The American Society of Training and Develop-
ment held the First Annual Invitational Research Confer-
ence with the theme "Evaluating the Payoff of Management 
Training" in 1978 (McNamara, 1979). The conference agenda 
reflected the concerns of management members that the appro-
priate training programs should be selected for employees 
and that the appropriate evaluation instruments should be 
utilized to determine the effectiveness of the training. 
The conference members noted that management resources were 
limited, therefore restricting the utilization of evalua-
tion procedures (McNamara, 1979). "Futhermore, the out-
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look for the 1980's shows that evaluation may continue to 
play a lesser role in management training (Clement, 1981, 
P• 12) • II 
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Periodic studies have been conducted to monitor the 
utilization of management training programs and consequently, 
the utilization of evaluation procedures by industry (Black, 
1979). The academic studies (Sullivan, 1970; Clegg, 1978) 
were conducted in Fortune 500 companies to specifically 
identify management's use of evaluation procedures. Research 
from the two studies would indicate an overall reduction in 
the utilization of evaluation procedures. 
Statement of the Problem 
To date, there has not been a survey to identify the 
utilization of management training programs and evaluation 
procedures in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilization of management training programs and (2) identify 
the utilization evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. The study was designed to determine the current 
utilization levels of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa. In addition, the study attempted to determine if 
the economic recession in the local economies had an impact 
on the utilization of management training programs and for 
evaluation procedures in the fiscal year and/or in the next 
fiscal year of the study. 
The study was intended to provide insight into the 
utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. Information was sought on the types of evaluation 
procedures utilized by industries in the locales. Addi-
tional insight was sought on the reasons why evaluation 
are or are not utilized in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
Research Questions 
The research questions of the study were as follows: 
1. What was the frequency of management training pro-
grams within the industries in the selected urban areas of 
locales? 
2. Which evaluation techniques were being utilized 
to evaluate management training programs? 
3. What reasons would an industry identify for not 
utilizing evaluation techniques? 
4. What was the impact of the evaluation findings on 
the management training programs and the continued utiliza-
tion of the management training programs by the industry? 
5. Is there any identifiable connection between the 
utilization of evaluation techniques and the economic 
recession? 
Limitations 
The study was limited by several factors: 
1. The population area was limited to two urban areas 
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in the State of Oklahoma. 
2. Government entities and medical organizations were 
not included in the survey population. 
3. Industries with employee populations of 250 or less 
were not considered in the information provided by the local 
Chambers of Commerce, and, therefore, were not considered in 
the study. 
4. The mail out collection technique limited the kind 
of responses and the raw data base. 
Assumptions 
Data for the study were obtained from industries in 
Oklahoma City and Tulsa. The initial survey lists of indus-
tries for Oklahoma City and Tulsa were obtained from the 
local Chambers of Commerce. The study assumed that the 
lists compiled by the Chambers of Commerce were current 
and comprehensive. The study assumed that the industries 
in the locales with employee populations of 250 employees 
or more utilize management training programs. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms were.utilized in the study and are 
defined as follows: 
Evalu.ation Procedures: methods utilized by an organi-
zation to determine or measure the results of management 
training. 
External Management Training Program: management train-
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ing programs that are conducted by an outside organization, 
for example, private consultants, universities, and private 
training companies,_ for the use of management employees in 
other organizations. 
In.dustries or Privately Owned Industries: entities 
which are solely profit based, non-government organizations. 
Internal Management Training Program: an organized 
training plan that is conducted within an organization, by 
an organization, for the exclusive use of their employees 
who occupy management positions. 
Management: positions which have designated supervi-
sory responsibilities for an organizational unit. 
Training: a variety of methods including, but not 
limited to, classroom, lectures, self directed learning, 
audio visual, etc., utilizied to increase and/or improve 
the performance of an individual in a given work or skill 
assignment. 
Organizatioh of the Study 
The study is organized in five chapters. Chapter I 
stated the problem, the purpose of the study, the research 
questions, the limitations of the study, the assumptions 
of the study, the definition of the terms and the organi-
zation of the study. Chapter II is a review of the litera-
ture. The review includes a review of dissertations/studies, 
articles and publications which relate to the study. Chap-
ter III includes the survey group, the questionnaire, the 
presentation of methodology in the data collection and the 
data analysis. Chapter IV states the findings of the data 
collection and a statistical analysis of the data. Chapter 
Vis a summation of the study, the conclusions, and the 
recommendations of the study based on the data collection 
and the review of literature. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilization of management training programs and (2) iden-
tify the utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa. The review of related literature for this 
study was a select review of contemporary literature per-
taining to management programs and the evaluation proce-
dures utilized to determine the effectiveness of the man-
agement training programs. The review concentrates on 
three areas that relate to the study. The three areas of 
review included: (1) the utilization of management train-
ing programs, (2) the kinds or types of evaluation proce-
dures, and (3) the level of utilization of evaluation pro-
cedures by industries. 
Management Training Programs 
The need for and development of management training 
programs in the United States was initiated, in part, by 
the scientific management theories of the 1910's and 1920's 
(Black, 1979). The emphasis of those early management train-
ing programs was the development of skilled managers to 
increase levels of productivity. The purpose of present day 
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management training programs also emphasizes an increase in 
the level of productivity and profits (Meidan, 1981). "Every 
training program is an instance where money spent now is an 
investment so that improved efficiency or increased profits 
will be realized later" (Jenness, 1976, p. 4-1). 
The development of the management training program is 
based on a "self-audit" of skills and abilities as required 
for meeting performance objectives (Hay, 1981). The organi-
zation or industry should be involved in a "self-audit" to 
determine and assess the particular needs and goals of the 
industry (Daly, 1976). From the determination of needs and 
goals, the management training program can be developed by 
the industry. As noted by Denava (1971): 
Production output is of prime impor-
tance ••.. Personnel responsible 
for training programs should never 
lose sight of the fact that the pri-
mary objective of training is to make 
better employees (p. 118-124). 
The development of the management training program is 
crucial to the success of management training. There should 
be a pattern or a sequence to the learning experience. 
Learning is facilitated if the pattern 
for the organization of content and 
learning experiences of the training 
program provi~es for the logical and 
psychological order of learning, i.e., 
for sequence, cumulative learning, 
integration, focus - balance of breadth 
and depth and variety in the modes of · 
learning (Sankar, 1978, p. 94). 
The learning pattern chosen by the industry will impact 
the design of the management training program. The tradi-
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tional instructional models with a pedagogical orientation 
facilitate a structured classroom management training pro-
gram {Sankar, 1978). The androgogical approach acknowledges 
the self motivation of the adult learner {Knowles, 1970). 
The androgogical approach facilitates a. self-paced manage-
ment training program {Tough, 1971). The selection of the 
management training program will vary with the industries' 
needs and their managers' skill levels {Warren, 1969). 
Ultimately, the success of the management training program 
should be measured by the ability of the program to improve 
levels of productivity. The purpose of the management train-
ing program should not be classroom performance, but rath~r 
on-the-job performance {Warren, 1969). 
There are a number of training alternatives available 
to industry in the develop~ent of the management training 
program. One alternative is the utilization of educational 
facilities {Whitlock, 1976). The academic program may be 
as simple as a single training session lasting a few days 
to a management training program ending in a degree or 
advanced degree {Black, 1979). 
Another format for management training programs is the 
utilization of external training programs {Cantwell, 1976). 
The external training programs are provided by commercial 
firms of professional societies that specialize in the 
training function. The external training maybe provided 
either at a preselected training site or at the industry's 
work location. The decision to use an external training 
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program is usually based on three factors: (1) the cost 
of internal training programs versus external training pro-
grams, (2) the need for training expertise and/or training 
facilities, and (3) the need for training objectivity by 
the participating industry (Parry, 1976). 
The industry may also develop an in-house management 
training program (Black, 1979). The alternatives for an 
internal management training program may include one 
in-house staff trainer, a completely staffed training 
department, or an·. entire management training institute 
(Daly, 1976). According to Black (1979) though, 
The complete, company owned management 
educational complex with sleeping and 
eating facilities will be reserved for 
some 30 very large companies, most of 
which will use their facilities for 
technical as well as management train-
ing (p. 138). 
Evaluation Procedures 
In order to be cost effective and meet organizational 
objectives, management training programs should include 
evaluation procedures (Digman, 1980). As noted by Belasco 
(1969): 
Stimulating this simple growth of evalu-
ation is the desire of the sponsor, the 
person or organization supporting the 
change effort, to know if the efforts 
of the change agent are successful .•. 
Many managers today look for a similar 
return on the time and money invested 
in training (p. 3). 
The evaluation procedure is comprised of three major 
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aspects (Denava, 1971). The initial aspect is an assess-
ment of a change in the employee's behavior. The second 
aspect of the procedure is to evaluate the training per-
sonnel, training methods, and the training techniques of 
the management training program. The third aspect of the 
procedure is to determine if the organizational goals 
and/or objectives have been achieved by the management 
training program. The evaluation procedure may also pro-
vide the necessary information to either redesign manage-
ment training objectives and/or design new objectives 
( Hoy , 19 81 ) . 
The evaluation procedure commences with the planning 
stages of the management training program (Sankar, 1978). 
The evaluation procedure must be defined and established 
as the instructional plan is developed. The evaluation 
procedure should be conducted through each level of train-
ing and at specified intervals (Bass, 1966). 
We cannot over emphasize the point that 
effective evaluation must be a rigorous 
procedure which uses all the relevant 
research and experimental techniques 
available (p. 140) .• 
As the evaluation procedure is utilized during the manage-
ment training, it should also continue at the end of the 
training. A follow-up evaluation should also be completed 
after the trainee returns to the work place (Tracey, 1968). 
The selection of the evaluation procedure will differ 
according to the management's training objectives of the 
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organization. Some industries utilize evaluation proce-
dures that are based on behavior modifications (Lopez, 1970). 
Lopez has noted that an evaluation procedure based on be-
havior modification does not provide conclusive 11 proof 11 
that performance on-the-job wil actually improve. 
Industries also use evaluations based on the 11 happi-
ness index" of the participants (Black, 1979). The indi-
vidual responsible for the evaluation procedure .••• 
(Denava, 1971). 
Should never lose sight of the fact that 
the primary objective of training is to 
make better employees. All too often, 
training personnel i~ a search for the 
best way to train will stress in their 
evaluation techniques the question of 
whether the trainees liked; the course 
or program. The emp~~sis then is 
shifted from the question of whether 
the training program produced better 
employees to the question of whether 
the participants enjoyed the course 
(p. 124). 
In other words, training does not necessarily mean success 
and/or increased productivity on-the-job (Gardner, 1980). 
Kirkpatrick introduced a four-stage evaluation proce-
dure which is utilized by some management training programs 
(Digman, 1980). The stages of the Kirkpatrick model include 
reaction, learning, behavior, and results. Reaction is a 
measure of the trainee's happiness with the management 
training program. Learning indicates whether the manage-
ment training program accomplished the objectives of the 
industry. Behavior relates to positive or improved be-
havioral modifications on-the-job. Results measures the 
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impact of the management training program on the industry's 
productivity, cost/profit ratio, quality, etc. The four-
stage evaluation procedure is a comprehensive evaluation 
procedure which encompasses the "happiness index" for the 
trainee and the productivity/cost concerns of the industry. 
Another four-stage evaluation procedure under study 
by Schwazkopf (1980) is the individual assessment profile. 
The individual assessment profile (IAP) includes a self-
evaluation questionnaire for the intended trainee to corn-
plete prior to the designing of the management training 
program. From the questionnaire, information is compiled 
indicating present skill levels and areas of skill defi-
ciencies. The training is designed and presented to the 
trainees. The final stage is another self evaluation and 
the establishment of an individual improvement strategy. 
The IAP evaluation procedure is similar to the "PRE-
THEN-POST" procedure (Mezoff, 1981). The "pre-then-post" 
method of evaluation is a self assessment of the trainee's 
knowledge, skills, and abilities. This evaluation method 
has two advantages to the industry. Initially, the cost 
of administering the "pre-then-post" method is low (Mezoff, 
1981). Secondly, the trainee is given the opportunity 
to estimate his/her skill level before and after the train-
ing program (Preziosi, 1983). 
Utilization of Evaluation Procedures 
Industries are utilizing management training programs 
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(Smith, 1980). The question is how many industries are also 
utilizing evaluation procedures. There has been a range of 
studies to determine the utilization levels of evaluation 
procedures by industries in the United States. 
The Sullivan study concluded that industries were not 
utilizing the full range of evaluation procedure alterna-
tives (Sullivan, 1970). The study noted a gap between 
the theories of evaluation procedure and the practice of 
evaluation procedures by industry. A lack of management 
interest and understanding of evaluation procedures has 
lead to the "superficial" and "subjective" utilization 
of evaluation procedures. A follow-up study by Clegg 
(1978) reinforced the findings of Sullivan (1970). 
The primary evaluation procedure utilized by industries 
is the "happiness index" or reaction procedure (Digman, 
1980). The measurement of productivity and pre-then-post 
testing is less likely to be utilized by industry. Digman 
has concluded that industries utilize the basic evaluation 
procedure ("happiness index") due to the cost factor of 
other more complex evaluation procedures. 
They have concluded that the benefits of 
more sophisticated measures do not war-
rant the costs involved in their use. 
The results are clear-companies employ 
relatively basic evaluation measures, 
and roughly half feel that there is 
no urgent need to change (p. 13). 
Managers do not preceive a need for evaluation proce-
dures (Smith, 1980). This perception is due to some man-
agers' inability to utilize and/or understand evaluation 
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results. Other managers are concerned with the rising cost 
of administering evaluation procedures. 
More money is being spent on management training pro-
grams in the 1980's, however fewer industries are utilizing 
evaluation procedures (Clement, 1979). 
Evaluation practices have. not improved 
much since 1970. Furthermore, the out-
look for the 1980's shows that evalua-
tion may continue to play a lesser role 
in management training (p. 12). 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilization of management training programs and (2) identify 
the utilization evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. The study is organized in four parts: (1) popula-
tion and sample, (2) instrumental design and development, 
(3) data collection procedures, and (4) data analysis. 
Population and Sample 
The study was a survey of industries in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa. The study population was restricted to privately 
owned industries with employee populations of 250 or more 
employees. Government agencies and medical institutions 
were not included in the study population for two reasons: 
(1) The motivation for management training programs and the 
utilization of evaluation procedures in government agencies 
and medical institutions are mandated by regulation (i.e. 
Comprehensive Education and Training Assistance Act) and 
professional certification (i.e. American Medical Associ-
ation certification boards); (2) The structure and objec-
tives of the management training programs and evaluation 
procedures in government agencies and medical institutions 
16 
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are not dictated by profit. 
The source documentation for the population group was 
obtained from the Chamber of Commerce of each locale. The 
Chamber of Commerce ranked the industries by employee popu-
lation clusters, i.e. one cluster group was 400-250 employees, 
within each employee population cluster, a random sample of 
industries was selected to receive the questionnaire. A 
total of 30 industries was selected at random from each 
locale for the study population. The total study population 
for the questionnaire mail-out was 60 industries which had 
no fewer than 250 employees. 
Instrumental Design and Development 
The study was an adaptation of research studies con-
ducted by Sullivan (1970) and Clegg (1978). The Clegg 
research study utilized the same questionnaire and popula-
tion sample that was utilized by Sullivan. Appendix A 
includes the initial questionnaire used by Sullivan (1970) 
and the author's permission to reproduce the questionnaire. 
Appendix B includes the questionnaire used by Clegg (1978) 
and the author's permission to reproduce the questionnaire. 
The original questionnaire consisted of forty-two questions 
on 13 separate pages. The questions were not open ended, 
but rather were specific statements for response by parti-
cipants. The original questionnaire was sent, nationally, 
to 50 presidents of industries as identified by the Fortune 
500 corporation list. The original questionnaire was the 
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basis of the study of management training programs and eval-
uation procedures in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
A review committee comprised of members from the doc-
toral advisory committee and personnel specialists from 
Tulsa assisted in the development of _the final questionnaire. 
The initial recommendation was made to shorten and generalize 
the language of the Sullivan questionnaire in order to facil-
itate the response to the questionnaire. At the suggestion 
of _the committee, the questions were rearranged and the 
directions were rewritten to provide an even flow to the 
questionnaire. .Questions number 11 and number 12 were addi-
tions to the questionnaire. The additional questions were 
concerned with the projected utilization and funding of eval-
uation procedures by industries in the coming year. A cover 
sheet was added to provide demographic information from each 
participant in the survey. See Appendix D for a copy of the 
cover sheet. 
The final version of the questionnaire consisted of 
three basic parts or sections (Appendix C). The first sec-
tion consisted of demographic information from each parti-
cipant in the survey. The main body of the questionnaire 
consisted of 12 survey questions or four pages. The ques-
tions were open ended with either an accompanying check 
list or space for voluntary written narratives in order to 
determine the various type of evaluation procedures utilized 
by industries in the population group. The second section 
consisted of questions to establish the local level of par-
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ticipation in management training programs. The third sec-
tion consisted of questions concerning the present and 
anticipated future utilization of evaluation procedures. 
Special attention was given to the final printing of the 
questionnaire. At the recommendation of the review committee, 
the questionnaire was typeset and printed on quality paper 
in an attempt to increase the response rate. Special atten-
tion was given to the size and style or type, the color 
of the paper, and the printing of the questionnaire "on the 
front and back" to minimize the number of pages. The final 
copy of the questionnaire was reviewed by members of the 
review committee before being mailed to the sample population. 
Data Collection Procedures 
The primary data collection technique utilized in the 
study was a mail-out of the questionnaire. A cover letter 
was attached to each questionnaire. See Appendix E for a 
copy of the first cover letter. The cover letter and the 
accompanying envelope were addressed in a general sense to 
the personnel director of the specified industry. The cover 
letter stated the purpose of the questionnaire, that the 
raw data would be utilized in a dissertation, and assured 
the confidentiality of the data. A self-addressed and 
stamped envelope was included with the questionnaire. 
The first mailing to the entire population sample 
group was made the second week of February, 1983. After 
a two-week period, follow-up calls were made personally to 
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each non-respondents. A second copy of the questionnaire 
and a cover letter were then sent to those industries who 
had not responded (Appendix F). Four weeks after the first 
mailing a.final follow-up call was made. A third and final 
copy of the questionnaire and a third cover letter was sent 
to the remaining industries who had not responded to the 
questionnaire to that date (Appendix G). 
Data Analysis 
The data analysis techniques utilized in this study 
were chi-square, mean rank and percentages. The answers 
for each question were separated according to locale: 
Oklahoma City or Tulsa. A chi-square test was completed 
on questions number one, number two and number nine. A 
mean rank was completed on questions number four-band 
number eight. Percentages were tabulated on questions 
number one, number three, and number nine. Questions 
number two, number four-a, number five, number six, 
number seven, number eight, number 10, number 11 and 
number 12 responses were in a written format. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilization of management training programs and (2) identify 
the utilization evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. This chapter is organized in five parts as follows: 
(1) study response rate, (2) analysis of management train-
ing, (3) analysis of evaluation procedµres, (4) analysis of 
future utilization, and (5) summary of the findings. 
Response Rate 
The data for this study were the product or ·result of 
a questionnaire mailed out to industries in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa. A total of 60 industries were selected by 
random sample from Oklahoma City and Tulsa. The population 
sample group was divided into two groups: (1) a group of 
30 industries from Oklahoma City and (2) a group of 30 
industries from Tulsa. The industries were selected from 
lists of industries compiled by the Chamber of Commerce of 
the respective cities. The lists were based on the number 
of employees in each industry as perceived by the respec-
tive Chambers of Commerce. The final selection of the 
population sample group was made, at random, from the lists. 
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Medical institutions and government agencies were excluded 
from the population sample group. 
The data was collected during the period of February, 
1983 until May, 1983. A total of 19 industries responded 
from Oklahoma City. The return rate from Oklahoma City was 
63 percent. A total of 15 industries responded from Tulsa. 
The return rate from Tulsa was 50 percent. The overall 
response rate for the questionnaire from Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa was 56.5 percent. The response rate per question 
varied with each question. 
Historically, the Sullivan study (1970) had an overall 
response rate of 100 percent. The Clegg study (1978) had 
an overall response rate of 86 percent with the same popu-
lation. In each study, the response rate varied with each 
question. 
Analysis of Management Training 
The response to Question one, "Did your company have 
an in-house management training program during January 1, 
1982 to December 31, 1982 time period?' are presented in 
Table I. One of the purposes of the study was to identify 
the utilization of management training programs in Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa. There was a total of 19 responses from 
Oklahoma City. Nine industries, or 47 percent of the 
industries, sampled in Oklahoma City had an in-house man-
agement training program during January, 1982 and Decem-
ber, 1982. Ten industries, or 53 percent of the industries, 
sampled in Oklahoma City did not have an in-house manage-
ment training program. 
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From Tulsa, 15 total responses were given for question 
one. Eight industries, or 53.3 percent of the industries 
sampled in Tulsa, had an in-h.ouse management training pro-
gram during January, 1982 and December, 1982. Seven indus-
tries, or 46.6 percent of the industries, sampled in Tulsa 
did not have an in-house management training program. 
A chi-square was calculated on the number of industries 
that used in-house management training by locale. The 
chi-square value was 1.813 (df - 1). The critical value of 
the chi-square at the .05 level was 3.84. The difference 
between the utilization of in-house management training 
programs in Oklahoma City versus Tulsa was not significant 
·at the .05 level. 
The responses to Question two-q, "If the answer toques-
tion one is NO, please indicate briefly why you believe 
there was not an in-house management training program;• are 
presented in Table II. Those sampled industries that did 
not participate in an in-house management training program 
cited several .different reasons for their lack of partici-
pation. In Oklahoma City, two of the respondents noted that 
management training was a natural result of working on the 
job, and therefore did not require a training program. Four 
industries cited a slowdown in the economy and a lack of 
monetary resources for not participating in an in-house 
management training program. One industry did not parti-
TABLE I 
INDUSTRIES WITH IN-HOUSE MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
BY LOCATION 
Yes No Total 
Location· N % N % N 
Oklahoma City 9 47 10 53 19 
Tulsa 8 53.3 7 46.6 15 
Total 17 100.3 17 99.6 34 
critical value x2 (df = 1, .05) = 3.84 
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cipate in an in-house management training program because 
of the small employee population. One industry utilized 
unnamed outside sources for training when needed by man-
agement. The industry did not have an in-house manage-
ment training program. One industry did not respond to 
the question. 
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In Tulsa, only three industries responded to why they 
did not have an in-house management training program. One 
industry utilized on-the-job training rather than an in-house 
management training program. One industry cited the decline 
in the economy as its reason for not utilizing an in-house 
management training program. One industry noted a lack of 
funds as its reason for not utilizing an in-house manage-
ment training program. Four industries did not respond to 
the question. 
The responses to Question two-b, "If the answer to 
question one is YES, please indicate how many employees 
participated in the management training program;• are pre-
sented in Table III. There was a wide divergency, by 
the respondents, in the number of employees per industry 
that participate in the in-house management training pro-
gram. The largest participant group was 2,946 participants 
and the smallest was seven participants. Means were com-
pleted on the responses from Oklahoma City and from Tulsa. 
Of the industries sampled in Oklahoma, a mean of 670 employees 
participated in an in-house management training program. In 
Tulsa, a mean of 130 employees participated in an in-house 
TABLE II 
REASONS FOR NO MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
BY LOCATION 
On-the-Job Training 
Economy 
Lack of Funds 
Use Outside Training 
No Answer 
Location 
Oklahoma City 
N 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
Tulsa 
N 
1 
1 
1 
4 
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TABLE III 
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN TRAINING BY COMPANY AND LOCATION 
Employees Participating by Company 
Location A B c D E F G H Total Mean 
N N N N N N N N N N 
Oklahoma City 50 7 2946 160 2000 30 20 150 5363 670 
Tulsa 120 100 330 84 50 130 97 911 130 
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management training program. 
Analysis of Evaluation procedures 
The second purpose of the study was to identify the 
utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. The responses to Question three, '!I:s a formal or 
offical company evaluation procedure utilized to determine 
the result of impact of the management training program?" 
are presented.in Table IV. There were 10 industries from 
Oklahoma City that responded to the questions concerning 
the utilization of evaluation procedures. Seven industries 
in Tulsa responded to the questions concerning the utiliza-
tion of evaluation procedures. 
In Oklahoma City, three industries, or 30 percent, 
utilized an evaluation procedure. Seven industries, or 70 
percent, had an in-house management training program, but 
did not utilize an evaluation procedure. In Tulsa, three 
industries, or 42.9 percent, utilized an evaluation proce-
dure to determine the results of the in-house management 
training program. Four industries, or 57 percent, did not 
utilize an evaluation procedure. 
The responses to Question fbur-a,"If the answer to 
question three is NO, please indicate why a formal evalua-
tion procedure is not utilized in your company to deter-
mine the results of the management training program," are 
presented in Table v. The industries sampled in Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa were asked to indicate why an evaluation 
Location 
TABLE IV 
INDUSTRIES WITH AN EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
BY LOCATION 
Yes No 
N % N % 
Oklahoma City 3 30 7 70 
Tulsa 3 42.9 4 57 
Total 6 72.9 11 127 
Total 
N 
10 
7 
17 
29 
TABLE V 
REASONS FOR NO EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
BY LOCATION 
Reason 
Lack of Money 
Lack of Time 
Lack of Staff 
Lack of Adequate 
Evaluation Methodology 
Not Considered to Be 
Important 
Other 
Location 
Oklahoma City 
N* 
1 
3 
2 
4 
0 
Training dictated by Cor-
porate offices 1 
Combination of all of the 
above 
Evaluation Program was 
voluntary 
*May indicate more than one response per person. 
Tulsa 
N* 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
1 
30 
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procedures was utilized in their organizations. Some indus-
tries had more than one response to the question. In Okla-
homa City, a lack of adequate evaluation methodology was 
the most cited reason, by, for not utilizing an evaluation 
procedure. In Tulsa, a lack of staff was the reason cited 
by two industries for not utilizing an evaluation procedure. 
The responses to Question four-b, "If the answer toques-
tion three is YES, please indicate why your company utilizes 
a formal evaluation procedure;• are presented in Table VI. 
The industries sampled in Oklahoma City and Tulsa were asked 
to indicate why an evaluation procedure was utilized in 
their organizations. The industries ranked their reasons 
for u_tilizing an evaluation procedure. In Oklahoma City, 
four industries responded to the question. The statement 
receiving the highest ranking was "to measure the trainee's 
progress of improvement of knowledge, skills, and/or 
abilities." 
The response rate to"why evaluation procedures are 
utilized by an industry'was low in the Tulsa population 
sample. Three industries responded to the question. The 
statement receiving the highest ranking was the same as 
Oklahoma City "to measure the trainee's progress or improve-
ment of knowledge, skills, and/or abilities." 
The responses to Question six, '~f the answer toques-
tion three is YES, please indicate which evaluation methods 
and what time frarre for each training method are utilized 
in your formal evaluation procedure," are discussed in the 
TABLE VI 
RANKS OF REASONS FOR EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
BY LOCATION 
Oklahoma City Tulsa 
Reason Mean Rank Mean Rank 
Required by Higher 
Authority 7 7 
To Justify Training 
Program 6 2.5 
To Establish Guide-
line for Future 
Programs 4 2.5 
To Measure Progress 
Toward Company's 
Objectives 2 5.5 
To Measure Trainee's 
Progress 1 1 
To Determine Effec-
tiveness of Train-
ing Staff 5 4.5 
To Determine if Train-
ing Can Contribute More 3 5.5 
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Overall 
Mean Rank 
7 
5 
4 
2.5 
1 
6 
2.5 
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following narrative. Due to the narrative responses, there 
is no table accompanying this question. A concern of the 
study was to identify which evaluation procedures that 
industries were utilizing the evaluation management training 
programs. Three industries in Oklahoma City responded to 
the question. One industry used a questionnaire to evaluate 
management training programs. Another industry cited a 
non-statistical questionnaire and an in-process/follow-up 
testing technique for evaluating its management training 
program. The third industry utilized tests and evaluations. 
In Tulsa, two industries responded to the question. 
One industry utilized a formal quantitative questionnaire 
to evaluate its management training programs. The second 
industry utilized a questionnaire that was skill oriented 
to evaluate its management training programs. 
The responses to Question six, ''Indicate who conducts 
the formal evaluation procedure for the in-house management 
training program," are presented in Table VII. The indus-
tries were asked to identify who conducts the evaluation 
procedure for the in-house management training program. 
Seven industries from· Oklahoma City responded to the ques-
tion while six industries from Tulsa responded. In Okla-
homa City, three industries had their training staffs con-
duct the evaluation procedure. One industry had an ad hoc 
committee to evaluate management training programs. Another 
respondent had the employee that was taking the training 
conduct the evaluation. One industry utilized an inside 
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utilized an outside consultant or specialist to evaluate 
the management training program. One industry identified 
that the employee taking the training conducted the evalua-
tion. An inside specialist was utilized by another industry 
to evaluate its management training program. 
The responses to Question seven-a, '~ndicate the degree 
of responsibility that number six has for the formal eval-
uation procedure," are presented in Table VIII. The indus-
tries indicated the degree of responsibility that the 
individual conducts the evaluation procedure has for the 
evaluation procedure. In Oklahoma City, three industries 
indicated that the individual has full responsibility for 
the evaluation procedure. One industry indicated that the 
responsibility was shared with lower levels of management. 
Another industry indicated that the responsibility was 
shared with the trainee. 
In Tulsa, five industries responded to the degree of 
responsibility that the individual who conducts the eval-
uation has for the evaluation procedure. Three industries 
noted that responsibility for the evaluation procedure was 
shared with higher levels of management. One industry 
indicated that the responsibility for the evaluation pro-
cedure was shared with lower levels of management. Another 
industry indicated that the responsibility is shared with 
the trainee. 
The responses to Question seven-b,"Indicate the degree 
of authority for the formal evaluation procedure: are 
TABLE VII 
INDIVIDUALS RESPONSIBLE FOR CONDUCTING 
EVALUATION BY LOCATION 
Individual 
Training Staff 
Ad Hoc Committee 
Special Group of In-House 
Experts 
Employee Taking Training 
Outside Consultant 
Other 
Location 
Oklahoma City 
N 
3 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2 
Tulsa 
N 
2 
0 
0 
1 
2 
1 
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TABLE VIII 
DEGREE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
BY LOCATION 
Level of Responsibility 
Full Responsibility 
Share with Higher Levels of 
Management 
Share with Lower Levels of 
Management 
Share with Trainee 
Location 
Oklahoma City 
N 
3 
0 
1 
1 
Tulsa 
N 
0 
3 
1 
1 
36 
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cedure was shared with lower levels of management. Another 
industry indicated that the responsibility is shared with 
the trainee. 
The responses to Question seven-b., '!l:ndicate the degree 
of authority for the formal evaluation procedure,"are 
presented in Table IX. The industries indicated the degree 
of authority that the individual who conducts the evaluation 
procedure has for the evaluation procedure. In Oklahoma 
City, two industries indicated that the individual made all 
the final decisions. In one industry, the individual made 
some of the final decisions. Another industry noted that 
the individual made reconunendations to a higher authority. 
Two industries noted that the individual had no authority 
for the formal evaluation ~rocedure. 
In Tulsa, three industries responded to the question. 
Two industries indicated that the individual made some of 
the final decisions. One industry indicated that the 
individual made reconunendations to a higher authority. 
The.responses to Question eight,"Indicate, in rank 
order, the problems your company encounters in the evalua-
tion of in-house management training courses," are presented 
in Table x. The industries sampled were asked to indicate 
the problems they had encountered in the evaluation of 
in-house management training programs. Five industries 
in Oklahoma City responded to the.question. The highest 
mean ranked answer for Oklahoma City was a lack of staff 
to complete the evaluation. Three industries in Tulsa 
TABLE IX 
DEGREE OF AUTHORITY BY LOCATION 
Degree of Authority 
Makes All Final Decisions 
Makes Some Final Decisions 
Makes Recommendations 
No Authority 
Location 
Oklahoma City 
N 
2 
1 
1 
2 
Tulsa 
N 
0 
2 
1 
0 
38 
39 
TABLE X 
PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN EVALUATION BY LOCATION 
Problems Oklahoma City Tulsa Overall 
Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 
Lack of available evalua-
tion methodology, re-
sources 2 5 2 
Lack of staff to complete 
the evaluation 1 1.5 1 
Lack of time 3 4 3.5 
Lack of financial resources 5 1. 5 3.5 
Lack of training in evalua-
tion techniques 4 3 5 
Other 
Lack of ideas * No problems * 
Lack of Management committed * 
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responded to the question. The highest mean ranked answer 
for Tulsa was also a lack of staff to complete the evalua-
tion. The highest overall mean rank was "a lack of staff 
to complete the evaluation." 
Analysis of .Future Utilization 
The responses to Question nine, 'Does your company plan 
to initiate and/or continue a formal evaluation procedure 
in 1983 ," are presented in Table XI. As a part of the study, 
the industries were asked to indicate the anticipated utili-
zation of formal evaluation procedures in 1983. Seventeen 
industries from Oklahoma City responded to the question. 
Six industries, or 35 percent, in Oklahoma City indicated 
that an evaluation procedure would be continued and/or 
initiated in 1983. Eleven industries, or 65 percent, 
indicated that an evaluation procedure would not be utilized 
in 1983. 
In Tulsa, eight industries responded to the question. 
Two industries, or 25 percent, indicated that an evaluation 
procedure would be continued and/or initiated in 1983. Six 
industries, or 75 percent, indicated that an evaluation 
procedure would not be utilized in 1983. The chi-square 
was 7.9732 (df = 1). The critical value of chi-square at 
the • 05 level was 6 .. 63. Therefore, the difference between 
the utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa is significant at the .05 level. 
The responses to Question 10-a, 'Briefly state the 
Location 
Oklahoma 
Tulsa 
Total 
critical 
TABLE XI 
UTILIZATION OF EVALUATION PROCEDURE 
IN 1983 BY LOCATION 
Yes No 
N % N % 
City 6 35 11 65 
2 25 6 75 
8 50 17 140 
value (df = 1, • 05) = 6.63 
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Total 
N 
17 
8 
25 
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reasons you believe a formal evaluation was not done," are 
presented in Table XII. The individual completing the 
questionnaire was asked to identify reasons why a formal 
evaluation was not completed by his industry. Eight indus-
tries in Oklahoma City responded to the question. Four 
industries in Tulsa responded to the question. 
The thrid purpose of the study was to identify the 
~uture utilization of evaluation procedure in the sample 
population. The responses to Question 10-b,"Briefly state 
the formal evaluation methods, techniques, and/or proce-
dures your company plans to utilize in 1983 to 1984,"are 
.. 
presented in Table XIII. Four industries in Oklahoma City 
and five industries from Tulsa responded to the question. 
The response to Question 11, "Indicate approximate bud-
get for the formal evaluation procedure,"are discussed in 
the narrative. The sampled industries were asked to indi-
cate the anticipated budgets. for a formal evaluation pro-
cedure in 1982 and in 1983. The response rate for Question 
11 was negligible. Only one industry in Oklahoma City 
responded to the question. No industry in Tulsa responded 
to the question. The single response from Oklahoma City 
was a $300.00 budget for 1982 and a $300.00 budget for 
1983. 
The response to Question 12,"Briefly state what impact, 
if any, your company.• s. location in Oklahoma has had on the 
formal evaluation procedures and methods your company 
utilizes," are discussed in the following na:tr.ative. This 
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TABLE XII 
REASONS FOR NO EVALUATION BY LOCATION 
Location 
Reason Oklahoma City Tulsa 
N N 
Lack of Time 1 1 
Recession 1 1 
Poor Management 1 0 
Not Cost Effective 1 0 
Done Informally 1 0 
Done at the Corporate Level 1 0 
Not able to Quantify 1 0 
Lack of Staff 0 1 
Small Size of Industry 1 0 
Reduction in Staff 0 1 
Lack of Funds 0 1 
TABLE XIII 
EVALUATION PROCEDURES TO BE UTILIZED IN 
FUTURE BY LOCATION 
Location 
Reason Oklahoma City 
N 
Questionnaire 1 
Tests 1 
Informal 1 
Follow-ups 0 
Not Established 1 
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Tulsa 
N 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
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final question of the study was the location of the indus-
tries in the State of Oklahoma. Only one industry indicated 
a response to the question. An industry in Oklahoma City 
stated that its evaluation procedure included the use of 
surveys by mail due to the industry's location in Oklahoma. 
There were no responses from Tulsa industries. 
Summary of Findings 
The respondents failed to respond to all of the ques-
tions. The response rate was particularily low on questions 
relating to why evaluation procedures were not being utilized 
and to questions.concerning the future utilization of eval-
uation procedures. There .was not enough information made 
available by the respondents to statistically show that 
there was or was not a casual relationship between the 
economic recession and the utilization of evaluation methods. 
There was an indication that the future utilization of 
evaluation procedures would be less than the currently 
sampled levels of utilization among the responding indus-
tries. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,. AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilizatidn of management training and (2) identify.the 
utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa. This chapter is organized in three parts as follows: 
(1) summary of the study, (2) conclusions and (3) recom-
mendations for future study. 
Summary of the Study 
The purposes of the study were to (1) identify the 
utilization of management training and (2) identify the 
utilization of evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa. Sixty industries were chosen by random sample 
to participate in a mail-out questionnaire. The response 
rate from Oklahoma City was 63 percent. The response 
rate from Tulsa was 50 percent. The overall response 
rate for the questionnaire from Oklahoma City and Tulsa 
was 56.5 percent. The response rate per question varied 
according to the industry's level of participation in 
management training programs and utilization of evaluation 
procedures. 
The utilization of an in-house management training 
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program was not significantly different in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa. In Oklahoma City, 47 percent of the population 
sampled utilized an in-house management training program. 
In Tulsa, 53.3 percent of the population sampled, utilized 
an in-house management training program. The major reason 
cited for not participating in an in-house management train-
ing program by the respondents was the economy. 
The utilization of evaluation procedures by the respond-
ing industries in Oklahoma City and Tulsa was limited to a 
mean of 36.45 percent. A lack of adequate evaluation method-
ology and a lack of staff were the most cited reasons for 
not utilizing an evaluation procedure by the sample popula-
tion. For those industries utilizing an evaluation proce-
dure, the most frequently cited problems with procedure 
included a lack of financial resources, a lack of time, and 
a lack of training in evaluation techniques. 
The sampled industries utilized a variety of evalua-
tion procedures, including questionnaires, non-statistical 
self evaluations, follow-up evaluations and skill-oriented 
tests. The evaluation procedure, in the Oklahoma City and 
Tulsa industries sampled, was conducted by the training 
staff in the majority of respons.es. The responsibility 
for the evaluation procedures primarily resided with the 
individual conducting the evaluation for respondents in 
Oklahoma City. In the Tulsa industries surveyed, the 
individual conducting the evaluation shared the responsi-
bility for the evaluation procedure with higher levels of 
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management. 
The data of the impact of the economic recession on 
the utilization of evaluation procedures were insufficient 
to determine a casual relationship. There was also not 
enough information available to determine the reason or 
reasons for the decline in the level of utilization of 
evaluation procedures. The study did indicate that a mean 
rank of 30 percent of the sample population might be anti-
cipating a future utilization of evaluation procedures. 
Conclusions 
This study identified the degree to which industries 
in Oklahoma City and Tulsa utilize management training pro-
grams and evaluation procedures. 
The following are conclusions from the study. 
1. This study identified the utilization of manage-
ment training programs, in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, among 
responding industries with 250 or more employees. 
2. This study suggested that there was no significant 
difference in the utilization of management training pro-
grams in Oklahoma City versus Tulsa. 
3. This study identified the limited utilization of 
evaluation procedures by responding industries in Oklahoma 
City and Tulsa. 
4. This study cited a lack of staff and a lack of 
available evaluation methodology and resources as possible 
reasons for the low utilization rate of evaluation proce-
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dures. 
5. The anticipated future utilization levels of eval-
uation procedures might be less than the current utilization 
levels of evaluation procedures. 
Recommendations for Future Study 
The study was the first academic study to investigate 
the utilization of management training programs and the 
utilization of evaluation procedures, inclusive, of Okla-
homa City and Tulsa. The following are recommendations for 
future study in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
1. Further research is needed to determine and assess 
any patterns or changes in the utilization of man-
agement training programs and the utilization of 
evaluation procedures in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
2. Further research is needed to determine if there 
is a statistical relationship between economic 
trends and the utilization of management training 
programs and the utilization of evaluation pro-
cedures. 
3. Future studies could increase the sample size in 
an attempt to increase the response rate. 
4. Future studies might investigate the utilization 
of different innovative methods or sources for 
gathering future data. 
5. In addition to receiving the industrial listings 
from the Chambers of Commerce, a future study could 
also contact local professional societies to 
identify industries and establish an avenue for 
contact. 
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6. As an alternative, the study could sample types of 
industries to determine if the utilization levels 
vary according to the type or kind of industry. 
7. Future research could investigate the impact of 
local academic institutions on the utilization 
levels of management training programs. 
8. Future research could investigate the impact of 
local academic institutions on the types of man-
agement training programs utilized by industries 
in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
9. Future research could investigate the impact of 
local academic institutions on the utilization 
levels of evaluation procedures. 
10. Future research could be completed to determine 
the impact of local academic institutions on the 
types of evaluation procedures utilized by indus-
tries in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
11. Future study could be conducted to identify what, 
if any, changes occur in management training pro-
grams as a result of findings from evaluation 
procedures. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE 
This study identified the utilization of management 
training programs and evaluation procedures by industries 
in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. 
The following are recommendations for practice from 
the study. 
1. Industries, in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, could 
use evaluation procedures in order to justify the utili-
zation of management training programs and in order to 
determine the "effectiveness" of the training. 
2. Academic institutions, in the locales, could 
make evaluation methodology and resources more readily 
available to industries. 
3. Industries could combine staff expertise, time, 
and available resources in order to minimize the expense 
of evaluation procedures. 
4. Industries could utilize a variety of evaluation 
procedures instead of limiting utilization of evaluations 
to "happiness index" procedures, ie. how much the trainee 
enjoyed the training facilities. 
5. Local professional organizations and societies 
could assist industries in development of economical and 
effective evaluation procedures. 
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PART l: Concern1n1 ,upecu of vuur formal in-hou•e manacement tra1nin1 pro11ram ,n 
ceneral • • queellone i throu11h 11: . 
I. By whom are mana1ement training need• determined ,n your company? Plea•e 
indicate percentage that e.ach .apphc.able re•pon•e repr .. •ent• ('J,,I. 
a. Top m.ana,iement detc,rmi-• the need•. 
b. The, train1n1 naff deurm1ne• the need•. 
An ad hoc committee dt'termane• the need•. 
d. An ~ coneuhant determine• the nt'ed•. 
e. Other: 
a. F"rom obeervation of what oU.e_r companic,• art' doin1. 
b. From an an.aly•i• of perform.it.nee appraa•ale. 
c. From "" analy•i• of company operational rc,eult• and -akne•ac,e. 
d. From an analy•i• of mana1ement literature. 
e. From •u111e•tiona from aU levela of mana1ement. 
f. From advice from outeidera, con•ultant• and other•. 
I· Other: 
J. lu 1eneral, how are participant• for mapaccrnent trainin1 cour•e• de•i&"•ted in 
your company? ('r.) 
a. They are Invited to atteDd on a purely voluntary ba•i•. 
I b. They are directed and expected to attend • 
. c. They are •elected lrorn a li•t of applicant•. 
d. They are •elected (rorn a li•t of mana1ernent nominee•. 
e. Other: 
4 •. Who determine• what in-hou•e mana1ement trainln1 cour•e objective• !lh"ould be In 
your com~ny? ('JI,) 
a. Top manacement. 
b. The tra1ni.n1 •taff. 
c. An ad hoc committee. 
d. An outdde. con•ul~ant. 
e. Other:· 
S. With reepect to an-hou•e manacement tralninc couree objtictlvea, which one of the 
followin11 i• rno•t appropriate for your courH,•, (.I)? 
,1. No objechv.,• are •lated. 
b. ObJc,clivc,e .arc, at.ated in bro.ad term• of d .. veloping underetandin&• .and/or 
acqua1ntance with •ubjcc~er. 
c. (?bjf'Clivf'e .are Uat•d in gen.,r.al term• of developina knowledge. •kill 
or .attitude-. 
d. Obj~ct1vc-• .are, et.at~d ,n term• of •pc-c1hc qu.ant1C1cd reeult• to be .achieveod 
euch ~• "'cul turnover by ZO,. ... 
[This material is copyrighted by Dr. Sullivan and any repro-
duction must have his permission. Ms. Rana was granted use 
for sole use in this dissertation.] 
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t.. Who deoigno your ln-~ouoe manal(ement tralnln,i cour, .. , (oel<eclo content. deol11nate1 
teachina m<'thod,. ochedule• prceoenution,)7 1'-1 
a. Th«- trainin11 old(. 
b. An ad hoc commilt«-e. 
c. Outeideconoultanto. 
d. Univeroity orricialo. 
e. Other. 
7. Plea•• rank the rollowina common management tralnlna rocuoeo in the order or degree . 
of emphaoio in your overall ln-houoe management tr_ainin11 program. Uoe numwr l 
to indicate the area ol 1reate1t emphaoio, number Z next, and 10 on. 
a. Human relation,. 
b. Decleion-makin1. 
c. Function• of the oraani&ation (Enaineerlng, Marketin&, Peroonnel, etc.). 
d. Orientation on company policie• and procedure,. 
e. Prlllclpleo and fullction• o( manaaement (plannin1, controllln1, etc.). 
f. Conceptual oklU• development. 
C• Admlniotratlve •kill• development. 
h. Leaderobip. 
I. Other: 
~----------------------------------------------------------
8. Which of the followin1 do you recard ae the top two motivation force• for participant• 
ia your manacement traininc procram•? (Indicate by I and Z). 
a. An earneet deeire on the part of the trainee to learn. 
b. Trainee belief that tralnina will lead to promotion, a better job, and more pay. 
c. A de•ire to lmpre•• other trainee,. 
d. A deeire to lmpreae euperiore. 
e. A deelre to impreo,· pee re and oubordinatee. 
I. A deoire to impr••• the inetructor. 
I· Pride In havinc bee11 eelected ae a participant. 
h. Fear ol cenoequenceo of not doln1 well. 
I. Other: 
~--------------------------------------------~ 
9, Plea•e indicate in rank order which eource of faculty you have found to be moot 
effective for ln-bouee formal maiaa1ement traimn1 couroeo. Uoe number l to 
i.Ddicate the moat effective oource, number Z next, and •o on. 
a. Uniwroity teacher•. 
b. Conoultanto. 
c. In-houoe executive,. 
d. Speaker• Bureau lnatructoro. 
e. Noted ocholaro and authoritieo. 
I. Trainlnc otaff lnotructoro. 
I· Other:------------~~------~--
10. iiow do you a••e•• the mana1eme11t climate within your organization. with reopect to 
e11couraci.Gc the traufer of manacement tralmnc from the clauroom to the Job, (,I')? 
a. The manacement climate i• hi&hly oupportive of training, 
b. The mana1ement climate i• 1enerally paeolve with reopect to mana1ement 
tralninc -- neither for nor a1&in1t. 
c. The manacemenl climate I• volatile with reopect to mana1ement tralnln1 •• 
oupportive oometime• and hootile other time,. 
d. The mana1ement climate i• typically bootile to mana1ement tralnin1 output. 
ll. Pleaee lndlcate where your annual increment o( participant, in oome form of formal 
mana1ement trainin1 will receive their trainin& durlna a normal year: ("lo). 
a. Will attend in-houoe couroe,. 
b. Will attend univeroity program,. 
c. Will 11ttend aooociation or oocif!ty proaram, ouch a, AMA or SAM. 
d. Will attend hotel or motel type oemlnaJ"o put on by a travelling te&m. 
e. Will attend oome combination of the above. 
f. Other:--~---~------------------------------------
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PART U: ConcerntnA, rv.t.h1r1lh•11 nr \'n11r fnrr.,.id 1n.houer n,.,n.lJitf'n,ent trAlninfl 
cour•r• •• qu,.•llonw I Z 111r,11111h .'. l· 
a. The lraanin11 •lafl. 
b. An ad hc,c comm,llr•. 
c. A •ptocial group of in.houAe '""~•urt-mrnt or conlrol "xpt-rt•. 
d,1, An out••d.e- coneu&.t.11nt or 11pt'(' ,ah•I. 
r. Other: 
13. Pleaee indical• your dc11rr,e of 
reepon•ibilily for manag,emenl 
training evaluation, (.1)7 
a. Fully reeponeible. 
b. Share the re•poneibility 
with other• at eame or 
hi1her level. 
c. Share the reeponeibihly 
with other• at lower level•. 
d. No n•ponaibility in tlue hrld·. 
14. Plea .. , indicate your dpg rp,e of 
aulhorlly for mana11em,ent 
training evaluation, (,I)? 
a. Make all final decieione. 
b. Make eome final 
deci•lone. 
c. Ma.ke decielon recommenda-
tion• to higher authority. 
d. No authority in thi• field. 
15. Thb queetion •eek• to determine~ you evaluale. 
To determine how effeclive a given managem,enl I raining cour•e ie, an inveetisator 
may chooee to examine one, eeveral or perhape many of the following aepect• of 
that courae to aain evaluation evidence. Plea•e rank theae aepecta in the order in 
which you actually rely upon them in practice ae cour•e effectiveneae indicalor• 
for your m~ent trunlna cour•e•. Uee number I to indicate the a•pect you 
rely upon primarily, number l next, and •o on. .For all tho•e aapect• you do nol 
normally coneider in routine couree evaluation, mark "0." A blank epace i• 
provided for the writP-in of any evalualion 1ndica1or you u•e which i• not lieted. 
t:V,ALUATION IS BASED ON: 
a, How well the couree wa• planned (objechvee and contenl). 
b. How well the cour•e wa• preeented Iqua lily of inetruction, adhere nee ID 
trainina principle•, uae of proper mrthode), 
c. How much the cour•e coet, 
d, How well the courae attended. 
e, Pearee of etudent participation. 
f. Quality of etudenl• ulected. 
I• Degree of etudent motivation. 
h. Reaction of etudenta to trainina. 
I. Reaction of lnetructor(e) 10 courae eHechvene••· 
j. Reaction of management to the lr.a,ning product. 
k. Reaction -:if atudente, pe"r• and eubordinalee lo the atudent. 
I. Change in knowledae poueued by eludent. 
m. Chanae in •kill• poue•eed by eludenl. 
n. Chanae in attitude• po••e••ed by etudent. 
o. Change in performance on the job. 
p. Ch.ang" in company operaling reeull• traceable to trainin11, 
q. Extent of continued demand for the cour•c. 
r. OthP.r: 
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16, Thi• queetwn ll'f'kl ,lo Jrtrrn1111<' UOW you r,·Aludll', 
Thf' mrlhud Ullf'd h> r,.•.1lu.,tt" A 111.,\nAl{f"IIH•nt tr.'\1n1n1i1 cnurer drp.-nd• upon fl) wh.at 
••reel a( the" cour•ir you artt tryln11: to tt\.•ialu.ue- fcuurer clf"'•i11n • .:nu.r•~ J•rc••nt.ation 
or coure(' oulcom<'• ouch .ae ch,1n11<'• in knowlrJ11c,, •kill, anitudc, nr company 
opc,ratin11 rt'eullo), and upon (2) how icood An r.v.iluat1on job yuu •re tryin1 to 
accomplieh. £valu•llon methodoloay '""II"' from eimple to eoph1eticalc,d, and 
ollc,n ec,vf'ral method• arc, u1c,d Co evaluate, a 11ivf!n cour1e lo lneurc, covc,raac, of 
1ewral ••pect1 of the trainina arKl./or to incrraee validity of the c,valuation dfort. 
Followi"A l• a fairly exhau1tive li1tin1 of the numerou• evaluation method• known 
to be 1omf'lime1 u1c,d in indu1try to evaluAle mana11em~nl tr•lnin11 cour1e1. Plea1e 
indicate by a chf'ck (-'I in the appropriate lpACU the degree lo which you actually 
utili&e any of the•<' varlou• method• to evaluate your typic•I man.aaement trainina 
cour•c•. 
Some of the method• involve timln1 lo.r which the followina ddinition• apply: 
Belore mean• prior to couue 1tart or durina openl;.g 1euion1 of couue; End or 
~ mean• durin1 clo1ln1 1eHion1: arKI Poet counc, mean• 1ome perlodoltime 
'a'iier'c'ourae completed like 6 month• or a year. 
Degree Method U1ed to Evaluate 
Typical Management Coune• 
Ueed U1ed 
S0-90'fo 10-SO'fo D lf you make no actempt at all to e-luate mana1ement trainlna cc,,.auee. pie••• put a check (""I In thi• box and 1kip to quutlon 17. A check In thl• box rneane coune value i• taken on faith. Alway• U1ed or th• time of the time Never U1ed 
• Informal collection of pa11in1 comment• • 
• A aet of anecdotal record• I• kept • 
• Evaluation i• ba1ed on attendance .record• • 
• Eval•ation I• ba1ed on 1tudent participation • 
• E-1uation 11 baled on ahort.qui&&H 1iven durinc coune. 
• Hour-by-hour 1tudent reaction report• durlnc cour~.I!.•" 
• Obeerve desr- to which prlnciplu or learnlna 
obaerved in conducUni courae • 
• End of courae 1tudent coune evaluation •h~ei • 
• End of courae report by lnetructor • 
• Ead ol cour•e achievement or performance te1t1 
or attitude mea1ure1: 
WUh a control 1roup w,ed. 
Without a control 1roup 111ed. 
·t Before and end of cour1e achle-ment or performance 
t.eata or attitude mea1are1: 
· With a control 1roup u•ed. 
Without a control 1roup u•ed. 
• Before and po•t cour•e reactioD of 1uperlor•, , 
•ubordinate• arwd/or peer• to chance• ob1ervecll 
With a control 1roup uaed. 
Without a control 1roup 111ecl • 
• Pe>1t cour1e reaction of 1uperior1 to .before cour1e 
expectation• elated • 
• PC>lt cour1e reaction of 1uperlor1, 1ubordin.ate1 
and/or peer• to cha•se• ob1erwd: 
With a control 1roup u1ed. 
Without a control 1roup 111ed • 
• Po1t Courie on-the-job 1urvey of trainee• 
(queelionnaire arKl/or iDterYiew) • 
• Poet couue achievement or pe:olormance toell or 
attitude 1cale to mea1ure retention and/or 
on-the-Job behavior • 
• Before and r•t cour1e 1urvey or operation• audil of 
variou• a1pecu of comp.any operation• which train1n1 
I• expected lo influence. 
Co11Unued 
-
Thi• queotlon continued on 
next p.a~e. 
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l f.. C onlinurd •• Dc-grrr Mc-lhod U•rd to £,·alualr. 
Typical t..1.\n,,g<'rnt"nl Couror.• 
Alway• 
U•rd 
Uard llord 
S0-90.,., I 0-SO", 
of 111., 
lime 
or lhr 
tinlf!' 
Nevf"r 
Uu,d 
- Poet courae 11urvf'y or opf"ra.t1C'tn!I ,H.idit 1.1( \·.,rious 
aapect• of cornp.1.ny OJ~ ra.llon11 which tra.1n1ng 111 
"x~cted lo inlluencr. 
• Evaluation la bae.e:d· on contlnueod dernand tor courae•. 
- D .. tc-rn,ine rxtcnt to which trainer• are pro~r<'••injc 
(promotion, more pay&. re•pon•ib1hl).I, 
- Spot check• by out• ide ci:,n•ulla·nta, 
- Other--------------------
17. Following i• a li•ting of 12 rraaon• for man.lg<'m<'nl training evalu .. tion which h .. ve 
been gleaned from the literaturr. on the •ubJect of .. valuation. Fro,:,., your knowlrdf!<' 
or training evaluation in indu•lry, which of the•e do you thin!< the evaluators in 
indu•try rrgard a• the three .mo•t importanl rea•ons (indicate in IP ft hand column 
by l, l. and)). Which of then would you peraonallt· regard·aa the 3 mo•I important 
reaaon• for eva,lualion if you werp going to makr a ca•e for evaluation (indicat .. by 
1, l. and l in the •rcond colutnnl. 
Probable 
Top 3 
lndu•try 
Rea•on• 
11.M.: 
Peuonal 
Top 3 
Be•t 
Rea•on• 
Rra•ons for Evaluation 
a. Required ·by higher authority. 
b. Evaluation •• intrinsically good. 
c. To juatify exiatence of training functio:,, 
d. To help •ell training throughout indu•try. 
e. To give trainer• a sense of accompli•hment • 
. f, To makr trainee• feel important. 
g. To e•tabli•h guidelinr• for futurr program•. 
h. To determine if there i• a pay off. 
i. To find out whrre 1mprov"ment is required. 
j. To mea•ure progrr•• toward objective•. 
k. To determine effectivene•a of training alaff. 
l. To find out how trairung can contribute more to profit. growth 
and •urvival of the firm. 
m. Other -
--------------------------
18. Following i• a liating of 12 rea•on• for not evaluati11g managrment training which 
h.ave been gleaned from the literature o~e •ubject or evaluation. From your 
knowledge of training evaluation in indu•try, which of theee do you think the non. 
evaluator• in indu•try regard a• the three mo•t important reaaona !indicate in 
left hand column by I, Zand 3). Which of the•e would you f!UOnally regard a• the 
3 mo•t rf'a•onable rea•on• for non-evaluation if you wer" going to make a ca•e for 
non-evahaation (indicate ,by I, 2 and 3 in the •econd column). 
Pr~bable 
Top 3 
lndu•try 
~ea•ona 
Per•onal 
Top 3 
Be•t 
Reaeona 
Reason• for Non-Evaluation 
a. Trainer• ar .. a!raid of what they may fand oul. 
b. Too few tra.1nees involved to make it worlh while. 
c. It would probably coot too much. 
d. There \• probably not enou11h lime. 
e. La:z.ines8 on thr pt.1rt of lhc training etaH. 
I. Training 0HH 1c&l• do not sc"' thf" va'luc of evaluation. 
K· Rceponaiblr oH,ci,d• do nol know how lo go about evalu,1111111. 
h. l11alJ1lit~· to ,1ea,·111b)t" t'N&enl1al t-xpertllic to p~rin1t t"valu.:1Uon. 
, . Don't l<now wh.it lu rvJluat~ h~c."\u&C" 1.d fug~y obJt"CllVt"'•-
J. f r1~htrrwd l<.r try c-valu.1t1on ht'C'.1\lh~ 11( <"rJr,q,lcx1ty uf tht• (Jro(e••· 
l-., It lN 11<.11 r1·•111 i n.•d, fl<, why l,11lhf" r. 
J. lnitt,ilit\· 111 t1•~,.-ur,· nr1:,·1oH.ar\' ·~nr>pt·1.1ti,1n w11h111 thl' furn to 
µf!'rn~1l ,·lit•c.. t1vt.• ~·v.1lu,1t1on. 
n1. Othc• T ----------------------------
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19, All fly., of lhr lollow1n11 n, .. y OJl<'ro\lr u c,,notrAinh to your ln-hou•" manAll<'mt'nt 
tralnln11 pro11rAm "'valuAIH>n cflort. Plr.,or rank lhcrn In order of at'vl'rlly of 
conetr.eint. ll•e nun,b ... r l to 1nthl.;1tr ,itrrAt<""t con•tr~tnt •. number l n~•t, ilr\d eo on . 
.a. uck of rnun-,y. 
b, Lack of iimr. 
c. Lack 0 of ""P<'rl••~. 
d. Lack of nf'Ct'fl•1l\' lo cv.eluc\lt'. 
e. Lack of adequ .. lc, rv.tlu .. laon O\t'lhodology. 
ZO, How do you i'l•.tify mana,to,mo,nl tninin,t tund requarcm<'nta 7 ('Joi 
... Dy evalualion r<'ault• of """' !raining conductrd. 
b. By an•uring " favorable r<'turn on inveetment in dollar• and centa term•. 
c. Ae a hxed percent of aom" hgur .. auch ... laet year'• profit or aale•. 
d. What .. ver ie requir..,d for coura<'• plannt'd •• no •pec:lal juetificatlon requir<'d 
e. By uaing prevloua year'• levt'I. 
f. Other: 
11. Pleaee Indicate the priority in which you would like to eee meaningful training 
re•earch re•u It• on the following, U •e number 1 to indicate the top priority itt'm, 
number 2 next, and ao on. 
a. Whu to teach in managem<'nt trainin,t coureee. 
b. How to teach management.. 
c. How. to meaeure management trainin1 efrectivene••· 
d. How to determine mana.gement training need•. 
e. How to •elect and motivate etudt'nta for management trainin1. 
f. Trana fer of training from claearoom to job. 
I• Other:-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
ZZ. What do you coneider to be the mo•t pre••ing problem, weakne•• or ahortcoming 
you· are encounterin1 with reepect to the evaluation of formal in-houee management 
trainin« cour•e• 7 
Zl. What chanse•, either ehort ran1e or long range, do you plan to make on your 
in-houee manaaement traiNng courae• evaluation pro1ram? 
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PART Ill. Cnncf'rninli( your JHofr,.,.,on.11 opinion or, tr•11n1nR C""\·,1lutlt1on 1n 11,.nt"rAl a,i,,1 
your d"A.'"" "'' t1Ah•f.11chnn with your own n,.tn,,Jr:f"'rnt-nt tr,,inin'C proRr•ri,. A reovif'w of 
thr p.'111 t\li,•nty )C"rtr1' litrr,,turr on tr.1111111~ rv.1lo,1t1nn po1nlt1 ur, n~ainy oppoaintt pou,t1 
or vir.w, pn'.'l1l1,u1it hf'lc.l ,,nd •u.:,it,•Rtao11t1 of 111rrn.,:the .anti Vii"r,1knf'•1<-• an f'v.1lu.1t1on. Thf" 
folluw111,: C:. qu, ... 1,01111 o1r,• drw1~nr,t h> C'•l:thlu,h" .. ,,,. • .-n, cl.1v at.,t11t1 and prrd1ct a treond 
on n,.,ny C\I lhr-a,· •"•ur• from th,• pC,,nt ol "'1rw nt tr,\ln1n.r: Aind drvf'lnpn1""' olhciale. 
l:4. Conffidf'rtnl( th<' followu11( q kf"la of P"'irrd 11.,,,.n,rnl•. wtuch ,tr.in of r,,ch •rot, "A" 
or "l\'', 111or.t flf"Arly r~prraeint• ,·our J.H.>int of "'if'w' Pl""'"~ ind1c.1tr )'OUr 1.·hoict> by 
pl.lclng ., <.:heck (,.I) 1n "ilher "A" or "8" of r,teh eet b.,low. 
EXAMPLE SET: 
A, "Good 1uy1" wr,1r wh,tr hala. 
8. "Good 11uy1" don't Wf',tr h.l!I. 
f"IRST SET: 
A. The prim,1ry purpo1e of trainin& ev•hlaiion 1hould b .. to in1ure survival of 
thr 1ra1nin& function. 
B. Thr primary purpo11r of training ev,1lu,1taon ahould be to provide a ba1i1 for 
refinin11 the trainin& effort. 
SECOND SET: 
A. When it come• to evaluation or m,1na11ement trainin11 you have to take it 
prrtty much on faith. 
l\. Tr,1inrr• muat in1i1t on v1iorou1 rv,1lu,1t1on of management training effort• 
notwith1tandin& difficultle1 which m1.ght b .. in,·o!"ed. 
THIRD SET: 
A. If trainin11 f,1i11 to carry ovrr to the Job. th.lt II nc.t the fault of the training 
effort, nor 1hould the tr,1in1ng .,(fort br. held rr1pon1ible. 
B. On the job b"havior i• thf' end product of tr,11ning. and 1{ there ia no 
tran1f.,r (carry over to the Jobi thrn training ha• not done ill job. 
FOURTH SET: 
A. One trainer cannot borrow evaluation reeulta fro.rr, ,1nother. 
· B. All trainer• 1hould make uee of the re1ull1 of evaluaUon1 made by other•. 
FIFTH SET: 
A. Firet you determine courae or 1e11ion cont.,nt and from thi1 you develop 
the objective of the trainin& courae or 1e11ion. 
B. Fir1t you determine the cour1e or ee11ion objective and then you develop 
the content of the trainin& courae or 1eee1on. 
SIXTH SET: 
A. Ouizzr.1, ex.mination1 and homework a11i11nment1 are 1enerally to be 
avoided in mana1ement training pro11ram1. 
B. Ouizzee, examination• and homework a11i11nment1 are uaeful adjuncll to 
management trainin& program• and 1hould be u1ed freely. 
SEVENTH SET: 
A. Only one level of management •hould be includ.,d in ,1ny given mana1emenl 
training couree in order to promote free expree11on of idea• durin1 cla11 
1e11iona. 
B. Entarr work team, involving 1everal leveh of management ahould be 
trained togrther, becauae if all leveh are trained togrther they will work 
better together later on. 
EICHTH SET: 
A. h1ont')' apf'nt on n,anattin1C""rit tr.11n1ng ahould bf' r~g.ard~d a• .an expe!nlc 
"""m 1n thr con,pany fin.1.nca.1l Account•. 
B. ~1on.-)· "I''""' on rt'ltln.t~C!nu•nt tro\in1n.c· ahould b~ rt>go1.rde-d Al o1. capit.t.l 
inve•tn~e-nt 1n con,11.in,· hnAnci,11 .lC'counta. 
NINTII ~ET: 
A. Tru· tr..1,n.-t- h1111tH·H i~ ·'"""'R Uu• hcfll .ihlc lo ..:av('., rf".a•onf"d aintl va.hd 
rva.l,1.-ta ..1n ol ,, , oJurtor an wh,, h h,.-.;;;- p.lirlll."IIJ.;alt•d. 
f\. "j tit" tr~ahl"t' h1111.9,•l1 '" ,t111,1nL: thr 1~.u1t .,hlr tu lit'"'" ,t rro1.11011~d •nd valuJ 
•·vo1lu.1t1on u! .~ '-''"'""'" "' whH.:11 :11•~ p,,rlh •••·d•·tl 
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,~. The followln11 11•1 or •,.a1emrnt11 ••prr•en111 v"lu• Jud11menl• concern1n11 1ralnln11 and 
evaluallon, Some or lhr•e •l.alr.nu,nl• h"vr l>Pen glr.anrd lrom the llleralure of the 
. pa•I ZO year. concernin11 lrain1n11 •v.ah,.,11on .and ,nay no lon11er b" pertinent or true. 
To 11•1 an up-lo-d.ale reachon lo •ome ul lh•11r .:oncepl• or idea•, will you plea•• 
indicate by a check I") ,n lhr .appr&1pr1,ote •.p.ac• ii you now a1rr.e, d1•a11re• or If 
you are undecid•d baerd on your curr•nl aw.u•n••• ol.;;;-nina .and traln1n11 evaluation 
ln induatry in 9ener.al, but not n•c•••ar,ly 1n 1rour firm. 
EXAMPLE: Trainina·D,reclou ar• helpful to e.ach olher. 
A, No einfle_n,eihod of meaeurlna i• univeually u•erul 
ID trainln1 •.•alualion. 
8, People who really learn are made uncomror1able by lhe 
trainln1 eitualion, hence haw a deep (perhap• uncon-
•clou•) re.•entment about the whole proce••· 
C. Whatever e•l•t• at all, exiete in eome amount and 
whatever ••i•I• In amount C'an be mea•ured. 
D. Military educalion ia one of the mo•I hi&hly developed 
and be•t arran1ed educa11on pro1ram• in the world. 
E. U a trainee learn• a akill in trainin1 he then ha• the 
ability to u•• ii on the job, provided he i• motivated 
lo do ao and envlromnental influence• do not reetrain 
him. 
F. Many "trainer•" do not really kn.,;,, what they are doin1, 
and are aimply takin& advantaae of the. wilhn1neu of 
enterprl•e• to pay for anythin1 called "trainin&, " 
G. It la neceeeary- &o ·u•• a meaaure other than the traine.e'• 
opinion lo evaluate the re•ulH of a 1rainin1 cour•e. 
H. Mana1emen1 lrainina •hould be handled iD the finance 
accounta aa a capital lnveument rather thaD a• a 
period expenee. 
L Bec:auae manacemeDt training i• an inveatment In human 
capital, there abould be eome tax-deduction a••ociated 
with the outlay• of fund• for trainin'& purpoHa, 
J. Hieb •core• on tralnin& te.t• generally indicate that 
tralnin1 will be applied on the job. 
K. Companie• in lbe •ame community ehould make more of 
an eflorl to join force• to offer a combined •el of mana1e-
menl traiDin& couraea al one aile for all pareicipalin1 
companiea. 
L. Formal mana1emenl training pro11ram• in induelry ehould 
~ done away wilh allo1elher. 
M. Moel n,anaaement trainina evaluahon eUorta in indu•try 
are •uperf1c1.al and aubjeclive. 
N, There i• no evidence lhal Human R .. lalion• lrainin11 
incre.a•e• producllv1ly or •uperv,aion qualily. 
Din9ree 
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ZS. Continued •• 
O. For f'V<'ry trur 1•rufr••ion.,I ,n rdu.:a11on in indu•lry thf'r<' 
are • doaeH •n1.1tr,,re. fillrd with •••'M'truu11 .. chr"''"•· 
pro1r11m• wilhoul ohjrcllvC', unrrlalrd to lhr nf'f'd• uf lhf' 
economy and lhrir firn,, and dr•ultury ,n lhrir rr•ull•. 
P. Jn aeneral. company courn:• ar<' one of the few tool• of 
lhe eaecullve deparlmenl that havr probably bC°<'n uu•d 
too much uther th.an too little. 
Q. . Tralnina official• can liaure oul need• •nd objective• 
eaeily enou1li •• why ehould II be H dilricult to fi1ure 
DUI evaluation? 
R. Concernln1 executive development, we •till deal laraely 
with opinion• and proceed by_ trial and e.rror •• we tend 
to over•implily and to expect loo much too eoon. 
S. UllleH 1rainin1 official• in induetry to a better job in 
evaluation of procedure•, theorie• and technique•, the 
tralnin1 function In induetry may cea•<' lo exbt. 
T, Too many mana1ement trainin1 pro1ramit are llyin1 blind 
becau•e lhey are nol followed by evaluation of reeulte. 
U. If a trainee learn• a ekill, attitude or eome facl in a 
manaaemenl training couree and fail• lo apply ii on the 
Job ii may be ••id that 1ralnin1 hu failed. 
A9ree _?_ Dlu9rH• 
V. On-lhe-job tralnina i• more elleclive ae a management 
development method than i• formal clauroom lrainina, 
therefore 1rainin1 director• •t\Ould now addre•• their 
elforle to OJT and away lrom formal claeeroom lraininc. 
W. Member• of mana1ement training coureee expect to have 
couree examination• and quiaaee and prefer havina them 
to not havina lhem. 
X. A corporation with a Yigoroue management tr•inina proaram 
underway i• mon likely to be eucceeeful than one wllhout 
auch a program. 
y, Supttvieore tend to be ill,al eaee aad will not contribute 
freely to tralnin1 eeeeione In lhe pr•eence of higher 
level• of ma11agemenl in the claeero.:,m, 
z.. Supervi•ory developmenl i• doomed unle•• top managen•ent 
really want• it and ie willin1 to· pay tlM, price. 
AA. Evaluation deei1n ehould be built into II tr•ining counr at 
lhe lime the couue i• dee111ned. 
8 B. ln-hou•e executive• .are. generally mor<' effocllve in•lru.:tur• 
than in•truclor• brought in from thC' outaidC'. 
CC. Good human r•l•tion• may 1101 1how up in lnwf'r co•te and 
hiaher prof ii• immed1•tel~, bul ov<' r lhr long run inve•ln•f'nl 
in hum~n re-lat1on• tr .. inin,c will •how .a poa111v~ rrlurn on 
the, 1nve•lmr.nt 1niade. 
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lS. Conti nu rd •. 
DD. Mu"t (1rn,,.. "''hach •1wnd n,1,nc.·y ,,n lrt11nln,t rr,t.ird 1hr 
~,cpr.nd1h,1,rc.• .,. "" 1n\.'1,•atn,onC an humt1.n l:.tipital r•Cht"r 
th.tn .:a1 .,n t'XJH·n•<" ot do1nR bua111n«-••. 
EE. St,cond.ary rduc.all"n 1n lhr. U.S. Ahould br 1,1krn ovrr by 
bu••n"•" and an<.lualr\: cc- bc-1t prftp,,rf" citizrna to t"o1rn 
their ll\·ehhood. 
f" F. The imp,,cl on the particip.anla for .a a,v .. n body of 
lnUrucllon (aay 40 hour• worthl i• 11real<'r if tht' inetruction 
I• eprt'ad out over a l,arat'r period of lime (eay 10 "'""k•) 
than if concentrated into a •hort J)<'r1od (euch .a1 I Wl'ekl. 
Agrf'f' __ 1_ Oiugrrr 
26. PJeaee indicate by a check l./ 1 an the .appropuatt' blank apace following each of the 
followina queetione. yo1&r degree of 1atisf.achon: 
lf yOll .are not 1ure. write in "Undecided. " 
EXAMPLE: With your decree of a1&thonty. 
A. With the quality of output from your m•na11ement 
training course• a1 compared to that of induetry in 
ceneral? 
B. With your overall mana11ement training program a1 
compared to that of indu1try in general? 
C. With your management training evaluation program ae: 
(I) compared to wh.at i• poeaible to be done"> 
(21 compared t'o what i1 bt"lna done in induatry? 
D. With lhe quality of output from your management 
training couraea •• compared to the output from 
comparable univeraity or aaaoc:laeion offering•? 
£. That you are cettinc your money'• worth from 
managerial trainina? 
F. With the value of canned c:ouraea offered by epec,ah•t• 
from outaide the firm (c:ommW>icationa, hum.an rel.a -
Ilona, creative thinkinc, etc:.)? 
G. With the adequacy of cour•e objective• etatemenu in 
your m.an.aaement training courae•? 
H. With the adequacy of individual aeaaion objt'clivt'e 
•t•tementa in your man•gement trainin1 cour•e• "?' 
l. With the d<"grce to which evaluation ie ti<"d lo objcctiv<"I 
of your man.agement traininl( cour•e•? 
J, Thlll you have ad<"qual<" in-houee <"Xp<"rli•e •v•il.obl<" 
lo you to conduct your eov.alu.1.t1on <-Hort? 
K. With fund• allocation• an your con,p.t.ny ror n,~ru1e-rne'."nt 
trt1.1ning pro,Kro1n111 '? 
Ot'gree of Sauef.actlon 
Very Very 
Sat.la- Sati1- Diaaat- OiHat-
fied fled iefied i.tied 
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lb. Co"' inurd .• 
Very 
S•tlo. S•ti•. 
L.. With the d.,,,.,,. o( •ulhorlly you hAvC' ov4'r the 
training ev.alu~lion ef(orl in yoy r con,p.-.ny" 
M. With the uoC' of him•. Crainin11 aide. TV •net tC"Aching 
machine• in your mana1emC'nl tr,ainin~ t'fforl 1 
N. W ilh Che de1ree ·lo wl;lic:h you are c:onoullC'd with 
reopect Co ma..a1emC"nt development activity? 
0. That policleo 1overnln1 mana1emC'nl operation• in 
your company are revioed to keep_ in otep with trainin17 
P. That your manacement traininc 1raduateo are permicted 
and cDCoura1ed lo apply wha! they h.ave learned in claoo 7 
Q. That Y°'" arc kept aware o( lona ran11e pl.1no and ohort 
term procram• in your company? 
R. Th.at top mana1ement member• in your company are 
wlllin1 to be the (ir•t one• trained, to accept new way• 
o( U.inkinc and actln1. and thu• oetcin1 the example 
(or all mana1en T 
S. WUh the content of your mana1ement tr.1inin1 procram•? 
T. With the teachin1 method• employed by your teachinc 
eta({ whether lnolden or outoidero? · 
U. With your level in the or1ani&ational hierarchy of your 
Rrmt. 
V. WUb the method• ueed In your company to determine 
maaa1eaneat tralnu11 need•? 
W. Wltb your abUUy to catc .. late rate o( ret .. rn on your 
~aaa1ement trainin1 expenditure•? 
X. With the q"aUty of tralnln1 literature available? 
Y. With the ,iuality o( trainlnc ruearch bel111 accompliehcd 
and reported in the llterahare? 
z.. Witt, tbe ad,quacy o( etudcnt •clccUon pracdc:ee lD yo,ar 
or1aDl&ation? 
A.A. That Une official• at all leveh in your orcani&aUoa arc 
, .. uulmc their rceponoibility toward (urthcrin1 the 
de-lopment o( their·_own eubordi~teo? 
fled lied 
Vrry 
Di•••l· 
lo lied 
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27. ~1,111.1grn,rnr lr:11n111..: an 1nd .. "tr, ktl'I 11<1drr..:,1111t· ., r.,r,1d .:r,,•.,,1h 11trh ,. 1>1,• r.1rl\ IQ"U'1. 
Y.'h.,t trrod d" \:l,u prrd1e:1 l•.•r' t!11· !11l11r1·, t,l)., 
F'or thr 
Nrxt ~ 
Yr,l r" 
Fruru ', to J. roll\ I (I lo 
10 Yr,,rN 1nlt• !O Yr,1,:-:, int,, 
th,- Futurr thr 1- uture 
.,. lt "",.11 "row more.-. 
b. II ..:-ill Ir v<"I off. 
<. It will dc,clinc. 
l8. 11 it going lo ~cornr mor-c diUicuJt an industry lo •ccure- ma.naRf"m«-nt 1ra1n1n~ dollar• 
without bt-tter m•"-'Rf'mc-nt tra1n1n~ ~"·.1lu.1t1on or will f•ith •Jone in tht- va.lut- oi 
ma.~gemr'.nt tra1n1n~ bf' t-nough to ju,tify th('" continur.-d h111h lt-\"t'l inve•tmf"nt 1n 
lhia activity? 
PART IV: Conc<"rninR you personally and your job. Th<' charactrr1at1ca of th .. 
reepondent group 1a an import•nl rlement of information in• reera.rch report of the 
type contemplat .. d, and 1f omitted 1t leave• open logic.al queohona regardin)! the reaearch 
deaign and the v.alid1ty of the !ind1nga. Additionally, interealing correl.ationa c.an be 
ma 'e be-tween v.a.riou• respondent grouping• and othf!r queatJon• in the quf'•honn.a.irt" 
j( • e peraon.al dat.a ia obt.ained. Accordin)!ly, .anawera to th<' following queationa are 
•o,.ght in aupport of a thorough reae.arch job. Simply omit any of the following 
qu .. ationa that y•,u do not w;ant to .anaw .. r. 
-,9. Wh.at la your job title? ---------------------------
30. What ia the job title of your 
immediat<' auperior? -------------------------------
31. Pleaae circle the number of job level• therr are between your po•ition and the 
poaltion of the chief rxecutive at your organ1z.ation.al level. Zero mean• you report 
direct.l1t !O the chief executivr, I mean• your boa• report• to him, etc. 
32. Time in current poaition, (,I')? 33. Si&~ of training at.ate, (./)? 
a. Lea• than I ye .. r a. None· other th.an aelf 
b. I - l yeara b. I to 3 peraono 
c. 3 - 7 yea ra c. 4 - 7 
d. 7 - 12 yeara d. 8 - 15 
e. O.,rr IZ year•; e. 16 - 2S 
--- f. Over ZS; __ _ 
).4 •. What w~re your two previou• poaition• prior to your current po•ition? 
TITLE 
Previou1 Po1ihon -------------
Br,forr That 
THlS FIRM? 
v ... y.,. 
No 
No 
TIME 
Month• 
Mont ha 
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Ms. Sandra Kaye Rana 
2526 West 68th Place 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74132 
Dear Ms. Rana: 
9 AUG 1984 
Permission fs granted to Ms. Sandra Kaye Rana of Tulsa, Oklahoma to 
include the dissertation questionnare from 11\Y dissertation An Analysis of 
Management Training Program Evaluation Practices in American Industry (1970) 
as an historical reference appendix to a dissertation she is preparing, 
entitled A Study of the Utilization of Management Training and Evaluation 
Procedures 1n Oklahoma C1ty and Tulsa. This perm1ssion is granted with the 
understanding that Ms. Rana will appropriately attribute the work, will note 
that it's copyrighted, and include a caveat along with the questionnare that 
the questionnare is not to be used nor reproduced further in whole or in part 
without first obtaining 11\Y permission. 
~Q~ 
Alden P. Sullivan, DBA 
2410 N. Vermont Street 
Arlington, VA 22207 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE UTILIZED 
BY CLEGG (1978) 
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EVAY,ATION or MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS 
1, Does your company conduct in-house management training 
pro.grams? 
_____ a, YES 
_____ b, NO 
2, Nho conducts the evaluation effort on your in~house 
management training programs? 
_____ a. The training staff 
_____ b., An~~ committee 
_____ c. A special group of in-ho~s• measurement or 
control experts 
_____ d, An outs Ide consultant or specialist 
_____ e. Other 
3, Please indicate your degree of responsibility for 
management training evaluation, 
a. Fully responsible 
b. Share the,responsibility with others 
or higher level 
C, Share the responsibility with others 
lower level 
d. No responsibility in this field 
at same 
at 
4, Please indicate your degree of authority for management 
training evaluation, 
_____ a. Hake al.I final decisions 
_____ .b. Hake some final decisions 
_____ c, Hak• decision recommendations ta higher 
authority 
_____ d, Ho authority in this field 
~. Rhat do you consider to be the most pressing problem, 
weakness, or shortcoming you are encountering with respect 
to the evaluation of formal in-house management training 
courses? 
_____ a. TY-oubliil 'with management 
_____ .b, Lack of standards and yardsticks 
_ _,._ ___ c. Lack of time 
_____ d .• All other reasons <list> 
_____ f, None 
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6. What changes, either a short range or long range, do you 
plan to make in your in-house management training courses 
evaluation program? 
______ a. None 
______ b. Behavioral objectives and changes 
______ c. All other reasons (list> 
7, This question seeks to determine WHAT you evaluate 
Please rank the following aspects of evaluating a given 
management training program in the order in which you 
&ctually rely on them .in pr1ctjce as course effectiveness 
indicators. Use number 1 to indicate th• aspect you rely 
on primarily, number 2 next, and so on. Hark "0" for 
those •spects you do not normally use. A blank space is 
provided for the write-in of any evaluation indicator you 
use which is not listed. · 
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7, <Continued> 
Ev&Ju&tion is based on: 
~~~~~&, How well the course was planned (objectives 
and content> 
~~~~~b. How well th• cours• w&s prasented (quality of 
instruction, &dheranca to training 
principlas, usa of proper mathods) 
~~~~~c· How much the course cost 
~~~~~d· How well the course w&s &ttended 
~~~~~e, Dagr•• of studant participation 
~~~~~f, Quality of students selactad 
~~~~~g, Dagr•• of studant motivation 
~~~~~h· Reaction of studants to training 
~~~~~i, Reaction of instructor<•> to cours• 
effectiveness 
~~~~~j, Reaction of management to the training 
product 
~~~~~k, Reaction of students, peers and subordinates 
to the student 
~~~~~1, Chan;• in knowledge possassed by studant 
~~~~~m., Chan;• in skills possassed by student 
~~~~~n. Change in attitudes possessed by student 
~~~~~o· Change in performance on job 
~~~~~P· Change in company operating results traceable 
to training 
~~~~~q, Extent of continued demand for the course 
~~~~~r., Extent to which the course was recommended by 
company management 
~~~~~-•· Reaction of the local training group 
~~~~~t. Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
8. All five of the following may operate as constraints to 
your in-house management training program evaluation 
effort. Please rank them in order of severity of 
constraint. Use number 1 to indicate greatest constraint, 
number 2 next, and so on. · 
a. Lack of money 
b. Lack of time 
c. Lack of expertise 
d. Lack of necessity to evaluate 
e. Lack of adequate evaluation methodology 
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9. How do you justify management training fund requirements 
< in percentage 7. > 
~~~~r. a. By evaluation results of past training 
conducted 
~~~~r. b. By Insuring & favorable return on investment 
In dollars and cents terms 
~~~~r. c. As & fixed percentage of some figure such as 
last year's profit or sales 
~~~~r. d. Nhatever Is required for course planned -- no 
special justification required 
~~~~r. •· By using previous year's level 
~~~~r. f. 0th•.._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
10. This question seeks to determine HQH you evaluate. 
Often several methods are used to evaluate & given 
management training course to Insure coverage of several 
aspects of the tr&lnlng &nd/or to incre&se v&lldity of the 
evaluation effort, The following listing contains 
numerous evaluation methods used In industry to ev&luate 
management training programs. Please indicate by a check 
< > In the appropiate spaces th• degree to which you 
4ctualJy utilize any of these various methods to 
evalute your typical management training course. 
Some of the methods Involve timing for which the following 
definitions appJyr Before means prior to course start or 
during opening sessions of the course, End of course means 
during closing sessions, and Post course means some period 
of time &fter course completion, such as 6 months or & 
year, 
If you make no attempt at all 
to evaluate management tr&inlng 
please put a check< > in this 
box and skip to question 11. A 
check In this box me&ns course 
value Is taken on f&ith. 
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This question continued on next page 
10. (Continu.ed) P1ac11 Hethod Used to Ey1,Ju1t1 
TYplc1,l H1en1qement Cou.rses 
- Informal collection of passing 
Always 
Used 
c omm•nt• • ..••••.•.•..•••..••••...•. __ _ 
- A set of anecdotal records Is 
leapt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• __ _ 
- Evaluation is based on 
attendance records ...................... __ 
- Evaluation is based an stu.d.ent 
participation •••••••••••••••••••••• __ _ 
- Eval~atlan is based an short 
quizzes given dur in9 the course ••• ·---
- Hour by hour student reaction 
reports during course •••••••••••••• __ _ 
- Observe degree to which principles 
of learning observed. in conducting 
c ou.rs •• ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.• __ _ 
- End. of course student cou.rse 
evaluation sheet ••••••••••••••••••• __ _ 
- End of course report by instructor. __ _ 
- End of course achievement or 
performance tests or attitude 
measures a 
Mith a control group used •••••••• __ _ 
Mithout & control group used ••••• __ _ 
- Before and. end of course achievement 
. or performance tests or attitude 
measures: 
Mith a control group used •••••••• __ _ 
Mithout & control group used ••••• __ _ 
- Before and post course reaction of 
superiors, subordinates and/or peers 
to changes observed.I 
Mith a control group used •••••••• ___ _ 
Nithout a control group used ••••• __ _ 
- Post course reaction of superiors 
to before course expectations 
stat•cl ...•........................ !---
- Post course reaction of superiors, 
su.bordln&tes &nd/or peers ·to changes 
observed.I 
Mith a control group used •••••••• __ _ 
Mithout a control group used ••••• __ _ 
Use4 Used 
~0-90X 10-~0X 
of the of the Never 
Time Time Used 
This question continu.ed. on next p&ge 
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10. <Contin1ud) Peare• Method Used to Evalu4te 
Typlc1l Hiniaement Courses 
Used Used 
~0-90X 10-~07. 
Alw .. ys 
Used 
of the of the Never 
- Pre And post course .. chievement 
or perform&nce testss 
Mith r&ndom &ssiqnment to control/ 
experimentAl qroups •••••••••••••• __ _ 
Without rAndom Assignment to 
control/experiment&l groups •••••• __ _ 
- Post course on-the-Job survey of 
trAinees (questionnaire And/or 
int er vi •w) ••••••.•••••.•••••••••••• __ _ 
- Post course achievement or perform-
Ance test or attitude scAl• to 
me&sure retention And/or on-the-job 
behAvior ••••••..••••••.••••.•••.•• ·---
- Before &nd post course survey or 
oper&tions Audit of VArious 
Aspects of comp .. ny operAtions which 
tr&lning is expected to influence.·---
- Post course survey or oper&tions 
Audit or vArtous Aspects or compAny 
operAtions which tr&tntng is 
expect•d to tnrlu•nc•••••••••••••••---
- Evaluation ts bAsed on continued 
dt:m&nd for cou.r••s •••• • · •••••••••••• __ _ 
- Determine extent to which trAin••s 
are progresslnq (promotion, mor• 
pay le responsibility> •••••••••••••• __ _ 
- Spot checks by outs Id• consul tan ts. __ _ 
- Return on the dollar investm•nt in 
the co~rs•••••••••••••••••••••••••·---
- Other • ••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••• __ _ 
Time Time 
11, Followinq is a list of 12 reasons for management tr&ininq 
evaluation which hav• been gleaned from th• liter&ture on 
the subJ•ct or •valuation, Fro• your knowledge or 
trAininq •valuAtion In Industry, which or thue do you 
think the ev&lu&tors in industry req&rd &s the three most 
most importAnt reAsons (indicAte in left h .. nd column by 
l, 2 And 3), Which of th••• would you personAlly regArd 
&s the thr•• most important reasons for evAluation If you 
were qoinq to m&ke a case for evaluAtion <lndic&t• by l, 
2 and 3 in the second column), 
Used 
This question continued on next pAg• 
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11. <Cont.inu.ed> 
Prob&b le 
Top 3 
Industry 
Ru.sons 
Person&! 
Top 3 
But 
Ru,sons 
REASONS fQR EVALUATION 
a, Required by higher authority 
b, Ev&lu.at ion is int.r ins ic&l ly good 
c. To justify existance of training function 
d, To help sell training throughout industry 
e, To give trainers & sense of accomplishment 
f, To M&ke tr&iners feel important 
g, To ut&blish guidelines for future progr&ms 
h, To determine if there is & pay off 
i, To find out where i•provement is required 
j, To measure progress toward objectives 
k, To determine effectiveness of training staff 
l, To find out how training can contribute more 
to profit, growth and survival of the firm 
m, Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
12, If your &nswer to question 1 was "NO", indicating that 
you. do not now conduct in-house managem•nt training . 
courses, please check the reason<•> such courses are 
not conducted, 
~~- a. Such courses &re conducted by methods other 
than in-house1 
l. Conducted at colleges or universities 
~~- 2, Conducted at outside agencies <AKA type> 
~~- 3. Conducted through self-study or 
corr•spondence courses 
~~- 4. Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
b. Such courses were discontinued du• to lack of 
interest. by top management 
c. Such courses were discontinued due to lack of 
interest by potential att•nd••s 
d. Such courses were dlscontinu•d for financi&l reasons 
e. Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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13, Following is a listing of 13 rea1on1 for D.Ql. evaluating 
management training which have been gleaned from 
literature on the subject of evaluation. From your 
knowledge of training evaluation in industry, which of 
these do you think the non-evaluators In industry regard 
as the three most important reasons (indicate in the left 
hand column by 1, 2 and 3), ~hlch of these would :'l.5U!. 
personally regard as the three most reasonable reasons 
for non-evaluation If you were going to make a case for 
non-evaluation, 
Probable 
Top 3 
Industry 
Ru.sons 
Personal 
Top 3 
Best 
Reuons 
REASONS FOR NON-EVALUATION 
a, Trainers are afraid of what they may find out 
b, Too few trainees Involved to make it worthwhile 
c. It would probably cost too much 
d. There is probably not enough time 
e, Laziness on the part of the training staff 
f, Training officials do not see the value 
of evaluation 
g. Responsible officials do not know how 
to go about evaluating 
h, Inability to assemble essential expertise 
to permit evaluation 
i, Don't know what to evaluate because of 
foggy objectives 
j. Frightened to try evaluation because 
of complexity of the process 
k, It is not required, so why bother 
l, Inability to secure necessary co-operation 
within the firm to permit effective evaluation 
m. Previous evaluation results have been misused 
n, Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Ms. Sandra Kaye Rana 
2526 West 68th Place 
Tulsa, OK 74132 
Dear Ms. Rana: 
2647 Barrington Dr. 
Toledo, OH 43606 
July 31, 1984 
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You have my permission to use my dissertation questionnaire 
in the Appendix to you~ dissertation. As you are aware, my 
study was a replication of an earlier one conducted by Dr. 
Sullivan; therefore, I assume you will also be requesting 
his permission. 
As I indicated in our telephone discussion, I would be 
interested in receiving a summary of your final conclusions. 
Best of luck in your doctoral program. 
Si~cerely, A 
(J.J d1~ /-)., lt?~ 
William H. CleggUO 
APPENDIX C 
FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
81 
Directions: 
Please complete the following survey questions. Base the answers on a January 1, 1 982 
to December 31 , 1982 time period. For the purpose of th is survey, in-house management 
training programs is defined as any_ training provided to improve the skills, knowledge, 
and/or abilities of employees charged with administrative or supervisory responsibilities 
within your particular company. 
1. Did your company have an in-house management 
training program during January 1, 1982 to 
December 31, 1982 time period? 
2a. If the answer to question one is NO, please 
indicate briefly why you believe there was 
not an in-house management training program. 
Upon completing question 2a., please turn to 
page 4 of the survey to complete the survey. 
2b. If the answer to question one is YES, please 
indicate how many employees participated in 
the management training program. · 
3. Is a formal or official company evaluation 
procedure utilized to determine the result 
of impact of the management training program? 
4a. If the answer to question three is NO, please 
indicate why a formal evaluation procedure 
is not utilized in your company to determine 
the results of the management training program. 
Upon completing question 4a., please turn to 
page 4 of the survey to complete the survey. 
Check all those that apply. 
a. ___ lack of money 
b. __ lack of time 
c. __ lack of staff 
__ Yes __ No 
____ Number 
__ Yes __ .No 
d. __ lack of adequate evaluation 
methodology 
e. ___ not considered to be important 
f. --· other. Please specify ___ _ 
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4b. If the answer to question three is YES, please indicate why your company 
utilizes a formal evaluation procedure. Rank the answers in order of importance. 
One is the highest ranking, seven is the lowest. 
a. _. _ required by higher authority 
b. __ to justify the training program 
c. __ to establish guideline for future 
programs 
d. __ to measure progress toward company 
objectives 
e. __ to measure the trainee's progress or 
improvement of knowledge, skills, 
and/or abilities 
f. _· _ to determine the effectiveness of the 
training staff 
g. __ to determine if the management training 
program can contribute more to the 
profit, growth and/or survival of the firm 
h. __ other ___________ _ 
5. If the answer to question three is YES, please indicate which evaluation methods 
and what time frame for each training method are utilized in your formal 
evaluation procedure. 
6. Indicate who conducts the formal evaluation procedure for the in-house 
management training program. 
a. __ the training staff 
b. __ an ad hoc committee 
c. __ a special group of in-house measure· 
ment or control experts 
d. -. __ the employee taking the training . 
e. __ an outside consultant or specialist 
f. __ other. Please specify _____ _ 
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7a. Indicate the degree of responsibility that #6 has for the formal evaluation 
procedure. 
a. __ full responsibility 
b. __ share the responsibility with higher 
levels of' management 
c. __ share the responsibility with lower 
levels of management 
d. __ share the responsibility with the trainee 
7b. Indicate the degree of authority for the formal evaluation procedure. 
a. __ makes all final decisions 
b. ___ makes some final decisions 
c. __ makes recommendations to a higher 
authority 
d. __ no authority 
8. Indicate, in r~nk order, the problems your company encounters in the evaluation 
of in-house management training courses. One is the highest rank. 
a. __ lack of available evaluation 
methodology, resources 
b. __ lack of staff to complete the evaluation 
c. __ lack of time 
d. __ lack of financial resources 
e. __ lack of training in evaluation techniques 
f. __ other. Please specify 
9. Does your company plan to initiate and/or continue a formal evaluation 
procedure in 1983? 
__ Yes __ No 
1 Oa. Briefly state the reasons you believe a formal evaluation was not done. 
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1 Ob. Briefly state the formal evaluation methods, techniques, and/or procedures your 
company plans to utilize in 1983 to 1984. 
11. Indicate approximate budget for the formal evaluation procedure. 
a. 
b. 
_____ January '82 - December '82 
_____ January '83 - December '83 
12. Briefly state what impact, if any, your company's location in Oklahoma has had 
on the formal evaluation procedures and methods your company utilizes. 
Please return the survey to the following address by April 15, 1983. 
Thank you very much for completing this survey. 
• 
Sandra Kaye Rana 
2937 West 66th Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 7 4132 
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APPENDIX D 
COVER SHEET 
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
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A SURVEY OF 
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES UTILIZED 
TO 
EVALUATE IN-HOUSE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Directions: 
Please complete the following demographic information. Base employment data as of 
December, 1982. 
Name of the company ________________ _ 
Mailing address--------------------
Number of employees working in Oklahoma 
Number of management employees working 
in Oklahoma 
Number of employees who provide in-house 
management training programs 
How many years has the company been 
located in Oklahoma? 
Did the company relocate to Oklahoma? 
Name and title of the individual completing this survey 
-----------------~Date ____ _ 
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APPENDIX E 
FIRST.COVER LETTER 
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Dear Sir: 
SANDRA KAYE RANA 
2937 W. 66th Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74132 
February 16, 1983 
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In order to complete my doctoral program with Oklahoma State 
University, I am required to prepare a dissertation on "human 
resource management." I have chosen as my topic, "A Survey 
of the Evaluation Techniques Utilized to Evaluate In-House 
Management Training Programs by Businesses in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa." 
Sixty businesses have been selected to participate in this 
survey on the basis on employee population. Your business 
in one of these selected participants. Enclosed is the 
survey and a self-addressed, stamped envelope for your con-
venience. Please return this by March 4, 1984, so that I 
may complete my dissertation in a timely manner. All infor-
mation received on the questionnaire shall be kept strictly 
confidential. 
Thank you for your consideration; your assistance and cooper-
ation will enable me to complete my doctoral studies. 
:jl 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Sandra Rana 
APPENDIX F 
SECOND COVER LETTER 
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Dear Sir: 
SANDRA KAYE RANA 
2937 w. 66th Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74132 
March 9, 1983 
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In order to complete my doctoral program with Oklahoma State 
University, I am required to prepare a dissertation on "human 
resource management." I have chosen as my topic, "A Survey 
of the Evaluation Techniques Utilized to Evaluate In-house 
Management Training Programs by Businesses in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa." 
Sixty businesses have been selected to participate in this 
survey on the basis on employee population. Your business 
in one of these selected participants. Enclosed is the sur-
vey and a self-addressed, stamped envelope for your conve-
nience. Please return this by March 25, so that I may com-
plete my dissertation in a timely manner. 
Thank you for your consideration; your assistance and cooper-
ation will enable me to complete my doctoral studies. 
:jl 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Sandra Rana 
APPENDIX G 
FINAL COVER LETTER 
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Dear Sir: 
SANDRA KAYE RANA 
2937 W. 66th Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma· 74132 
March 31, 1983 
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In order to complete my doctoral program with Oklahoma State 
University, I am required to prepare a dissertation on "human 
resource management." I have chosen as my topic, "A Survey 
of the Evaluation Techniques Utilized to Evaluate In-house 
Management Training Programs by Businesses in Oklahoma City 
and Tulsa." 
Sixty businesses have been selected to participate in this 
survey on·the basis on employee population. Your business 
in one of these selected participants. Enclosed is the 
survey and a self-address~d, stamped envelope for your con-
venience. Please return this by April 15, so that I may 
complete my dissertation in a timely manner. 
Thank you for·your consideration; your assistance and cooper-
ation will enable me to complete my doctoral studies. 
:jl 
Enclosures 
Sincerely, 
Sandra Rana 
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